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The present invention relates to an application method of a Cr-plated mandrel bar to be used in mandrel mill rolling in the Mannesmann tube making process, particularly to an application method of the Cr-plated mandrel bar, which can repeatedly be employed to the rolling, the method comprising performing a regeneration treatment or a downsizing treatment according to a configuration of a surface defect caused by seizure and/or wear even if said surface defect is generated by mandrel mill rolling.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] The Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process is widely adopted as a method for producing a seamless tube by hot working. In the mandrel mill rolling, the rolling is performed using multi-stand caliber rolls, which provide movements in an axial direction to a hollow shell while constraining/defining an outer surface of the hollow shell, and a mandrel bar, which constrains/defines an inner surface of the hollow shell. Therefore, the mandrel bar is an important tool which determines inner surface quality of the rolled hollow shell.

[0003] Fig. 1 is a view explaining a process of producing a mandrel bar used in mandrel mill rolling. Usually hot-work tool steels such as SKD6 and SKD61 (JIS standard) are used as materials for the mandrel bar. An ingot melted and prepared with a relevant chemical composition of a hot-work tool steel is bloomed and rolled, and a predetermined heat treatment is performed to obtain a bar material (a blank to be processed). Since the bar material is bent/crooked due to the heat treatment, the bends are corrected/straightened by a rotary straightener, and an outside machining device is used to machine the bar material into a predetermined outside diameter. And then, finish-polishing or surface treatment is performed to the surface of the workpiece, and plating is performed, whereby the process can repeatedly be applied to the mandrel mill rolling.

[0004] As described above, in the Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process, a thick hollow shell that is obtained by piercing through the heated round steel piece (billet) using a piercer is rolled into a thin hollow shell by plural roll-stands each comprising caliber rolls that are aligned as opposed to each other while the mandrel bar, which constrains the inner surface of the hollow shell, is inserted. The hollow shell to which the mandrel mill rolling is performed is reheated if needed and rolled to a predetermined diameter to produce a final hot rolled product using a stretch reducer or a sizer.

[0005] Usually, in the mandrel bar employed in the mandrel mill rolling, a lubricating film comprising mainly solid-state lubricants is formed in advance on the surface of the mandrel bar to decrease frictional force incurred on the contact surface between the mandrel bar and the hollow shell, whereby generation of defects either on the tool surface or on the inner surface of the hollow shell is prevented.

[0006] However, the mandrel bar is repeatedly used, whereas the formed lubricating film disappears after one-time use of the mandrel bar in the mandrel mill rolling, so that the lubricating film needs to be formed again on the surface of the mandrel bar to use the mandrel bar in the next rolling. Accordingly, after the mandrel bar is once used in the rolling, the mandrel bar is cooled by water-cooling shower or the like, lubricants are coated over its surface, and the lubricants are completely dried to form the lubricating film.

[0007] As described above, the mandrel bar is made of a hot-work tool steel such as SKD6 or SKD61, and obtained by means of appropriate machining, quenching, and tempering. Since the surface of the mandrel bar bears a huge surface pressure and is exposed to a huge heat load during the rolling, the stable lubrication is hardly maintained. Therefore, the surface defects are likely to occur on the surface of the mandrel bar in association with repeated use of the mandrel bar in the mandrel mill rolling.

[0008] Conventionally, various countermeasures are studied against generation of surface defects on the surface of the mandrel bar. For example, Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 8-243610 discloses a life-extension method in which, after an outside surface of mandrel bar that is deteriorated in surface characteristics is polished by about 0.04 mm using a belter, rusting operation is applied on the surface of the mandrel bar at ambient temperature or by heating the mandrel bar to 100 °C, and the mandrel bar is reused as the mandrel bar of like size.

[0009] However, the intended mandrel bar of Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 8-243610 is the one which premises a scaling treatment. Since recently the mandrel bar to which a hard Cr plating treatment is performed is mainly used to improve a wear-resistant property, the life-extension method disclosed in Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 8-243610 cannot be applied to such a case. Surface roughening is concerned in the mandrel bar to which a scaling treatment is performed, while the generation of surface defects is concerned in the mandrel bar to which the Cr plating treatment is performed.

[0010] Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 07-214116 proposes a mandrel bar for seamless tube rolling in which, even if wear or surface defects are generated on the surface of mandrel bar, wherein the mandrel bar is not
partially disposed, and is configured such that a body portion of the mandrel bar is covered with plural sleeves to thereby allow the mandrel bar to be reused by making it possible to exchange this sleeve(s) when needed upon generation of damages thereon, thus enabling to improve cost performance of the tool, or tool costs per production unit.

However, in the mandrel bar proposed in Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 07-2141116, since the body portion of the mandrel bar is covered with the plural sleeves, the production cost of the mandrel bar is largely increased, and a serious accident such as deformation/distortion and/or coming-off of this sleeve(s) is possibly induced during the rolling.

Japanese Patent Application No. 11-157529, published as JP-A-200343109, discloses a method of using mandrel bar for hot rolling of seamless pipe that uses a mandrel bar with chrome plating film formed on its surface, which is used for mandrel mill rolling in the Mannesmann process. The use is stopped before the depth of heat crack caused during the use becomes maximum 8 mm or before the residual plating thickness becomes minimum 5 μm. The plating film is removed, and then the base metal surface is finish-polished or surface-treated, and replated for reuse.

**DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION**

As described above, recently the mandrel bar in which the Cr plating treatment is performed to form the hard Cr plating film is used to improve the wear-resistant property. However, when the Cr plating treatment is performed to the mandrel bar, although the generation of surface defects becomes troublesome in the mandrel bar, conventionally there has not been developed an art for effectively preventing such troubles.

On the other hand, a ratio of tool costs, particularly a ratio of the cost for producing a mandrel bar is increased in production cost for producing a seamless tube by the Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process. Therefore, life-extension of the mandrel bar and the improvement of the tool cost per production unit thereof become an important issue in producing the seamless tube by the Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process.

In view of such a problem, an object of the present invention is to provide an application method of the Cr-plated mandrel bar that can repeatedly be employed to the rolling for the life-extension and the improvement of cost performance of the mandrel bar by performing the regeneration treatment or downsizing treatment according to a configuration of each surface defect, even if surface defects are generated on the surface of the mandrel bar by the mandrel mill rolling.

As a result of various studies to solve the above problem, the inventors found that seizure or wear on the surface of the mandrel bar caused by the repeated rolling was mainly attributed to the deterioration of the surface conditions and/or the generation of surface defects in the mandrel bar. The inventors noted that even if surface defects were generated in the mandrel bar by the seizure or wear, the life-extension of the mandrel bar was achieved by performing a conditioning treatment according to the configuration of each of these surface defects.

Fig. 2 is a view showing a typical configuration of a surface defect caused by seizure of the mandrel bar, whereas Fig. 2 (a) shows an appearance of the configuration of the surface defect on the surface of the mandrel bar, and whereas Fig. 2 (b) shows an axial cross-sectional configuration of the surface defect. A surface defect 2 shown in Fig. 2 is also called comet tail defect, and the surface defect 2 is generated in a shooting-star like shape while beginning at a seizure point P existing on the surface of a mandrel bar 1. The conditions or the configuration of the surface defect 2 can be expressed by an opening length N (mm), an opening width H (mm), and the maximum depth D (mm).

When surface defects generated on the surface of the mandrel bar becomes badly conspicuous, swelling-like defects are generated on the inner surface of the hollow shell by the mandrel mill rolling, and these swelling-like defects cannot be improved by a subsequent diameter-reducing rolling using a stretch reducer or sizer. Therefore, these swelling-like defects remain in the final hot rolled product. In such a case, after the hollow shell is finished into the hot rolled product, this swelling-like defect is detected as an inner surface defect by an ultrasonic test, and the product having swelling-like defects is rejected.

The inventors obtained findings (a) and (b) as a result of detailed study of surface defects that are generated by the repeated use of and limit a lifetime of the mandrel bar.

(a) An opening width H and depth D of surface defect on a mandrel bar have large influences on inner surface defects of hot rolled products, and generation of these inner surface defects becomes conspicuous when the opening width H of and the depth D of the surface defect generated on the mandrel bar by its use in the mandrel mill rolling are not less than 1.5 mm and not less than 0.3 mm, respectively.

However, when the opening width H of the surface defect is not less than 1.5 mm and the depth D thereof is not less than 0.3 mm, the use of the mandrel bar in the mandrel mill rolling is suspended and a regeneration treatment is performed to the mandrel bar, allowing the generation of inner surface defects due to the above surface defect to be suppressed.

(b) Usually, a standardized tube-making schedule s established in producing the seamless tube by the Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process wherein standard sizes for mandrel bars are set in themselves, while a mandrel
bar(s) of certain size(s) is more frequently used. Therefore, it is preferable that the configuration of the surface defect is controlled and the regeneration treatment is performed as much as possible to use the mandrel bar as the tool of like size. However, the regeneration treatment can be hardly performed when the depth D of the surface defect becomes not less than 2.0 mm due to the use in the mandrel mill rolling.

[0020] In such a case, a downsizing treatment is performed by machining an outside circumferential surface of the mandrel bar, and the mandrel bar is used again as a tool of a smaller size, which allows the total cost performance to be improved over the whole sizes of the mandrel bar.

[0021] The present invention is completed based on the above-described findings, and mainly pertains to application methods of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar as described in (1) to (2) below.

(1) An application method of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar repeatedly used in mandrel mill rolling by the Mannesmann tube making process, being characterized in that, when an opening width H of a surface defect generated on the mandrel bar by its use in the mandrel mill rolling is not less than 1.5 mm and a depth D of the surface defect is in the range of 0.3 mm to less than 2.0 mm, a plated film is removed after the relevant surface defect is conditioned, finish-polishing or surface treatment is performed to the surface of the workpiece, and following re-plating allows to use the reclaimed mandrel bar as a tool of like size.

(2) In the application method of the hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar (1), it is preferable that the surface of the mandrel bar is smoothly rounded off in conditioning the surface defect such that a conditioned length L1 (mm) in a longitudinal direction of the surface of the mandrel bar, a conditioned length L2 (mm) in a circumferential direction thereof and a depth D (mm) of the surface defect satisfy the following equations (1) and (2).

\[
\frac{50}{D} \leq \frac{L1}{D} \leq 20 \\quad (1)
\]

\[
\frac{20}{D} \leq \frac{L2}{D} \leq 50 \\quad (2)
\]

[0022] As used herein, the term "surface defect" shall be caused by the seizure generated only during the mandrel mill rolling as shown in Fig. 2, and a heat crack-shape defect having a narrow opening width is excluded from a relevant item to be subjected to the downsizing treatment even if the depth D of the defect is not less than 2.0 mm.

[0023] The "depth D (mm) of surface defect" shall mean the maximum depth of the defect.

[0024] According to the application method of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar of the present invention, the hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar can repeatedly be employed to the mandrel mill rolling to achieve the life-extension of the mandrel bar and the improvement of its cost performance by performing the regeneration treatment or downsizing treatment according to the configuration of the surface defect, even if the surface defect is generated in the mandrel bar by the mandrel mill rolling.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] Fig. 1 is a view explaining a process of producing a mandrel bar used in mandrel mill rolling; Fig. 2 is a view showing a configuration of the surface defect caused by the mandrel bar seizure, whereas Fig. 2(a) shows an appearance configuration of the surface defect on a surface of a mandrel bar, and whereas Fig. 2(b) shows a sectional configuration of the surface defect; Fig. 3 is a view showing a regeneration treatment process of a mandrel bar employed in the application method of the present invention; Fig. 4 is a view explaining a method for conditioning the surface defect adopted in the application method of the present invention, Fig. 4 (a) shows a method for conditioning the mandrel bar in a longitudinal direction, and Fig. 4 (b) shows a method for conditioning the mandrel bar in a circumferential direction; and Fig. 5 is a view showing a downsizing treatment process of a mandrel bar adopted in the application method of the present invention.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0026] An application method of a Cr-plated mandrel bar according to an aspect of the present invention is the one
for a mandrel bar repeatedly used in mandrel mill rolling by the Mannesmann tube making process, and the method is characterized in that a regeneration treatment is performed to use the mandrel bar again as a tool of like size, when an opening width H of a surface defect generated on the mandrel bar by its use in the mandrel mill rolling is not less than 1.5 mm and a depth D of the surface defect is in the range of 0.3 mm to less than 2.0 mm.

[0027] In the application method of the present invention, when the opening width H of the surface defect generated on the mandrel bar in the mandrel mill rolling is not less than 1.5 mm and the depth D of the surface defect is in the range of 0.3 mm to less than 2.0 mm, it is necessary that the use of the mandrel bar in the rolling be suspended and the regeneration treatment be applied thereto. This is because the opening width H and depth D of the surface defect on the mandrel bar have the large influence on inner surface defects of the hot rolled product which are made through a diameter-reducing process, and the influence becomes conspicuous when the opening width H of relevant surface defect is not less than 1.5 mm and the depth thereof is not less than 0.3 mm.

[0028] In the application method of the present invention, a judgment whether or not the opening width H of relevant surface defect exceeds 1.5 mm, or the judgment whether or not the depth D of the surface defect exceeds 0.3 mm is basically made by actual measurement in periodic checkups or the like. The periodic checkups can be set in advance judging from rolling outputs (such as a rolling material, the number of rolled tubes, and a rolled length).

[0029] The mandrel bar employed in the application method of the present invention may be made of such a material usually used as a bar material in the conventional Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process. For example, the hot-work tool steel such as SKD6 and SKD61 defined by JIS is preferably used as the material for the mandrel bar.

[0030] Fig. 3 is a view showing a regeneration treatment process of the mandrel bar adopted in the application method of the present invention. In the application method of the present invention, when the opening width H of the surface defect generated on the mandrel bar by its use in the mandrel mill rolling is not less than 1.5 mm and the depth thereof is in the range of 0.3 mm to less than 2.0 mm, the use of the mandrel bar in the mandrel mill rolling is suspended to perform the regeneration treatment thereof. In the regeneration treatment, the relevant surface defect on the mandrel bar is conditioned, the plated film thereon is removed, finish-polishing or surface treatment is performed to the surface of the workpiece, and re-plating is performed. Therefore, the mandrel bar of like size can repeatedly be used again.

[0031] In the present invention, the plated film is removed by, for example, electrochemical melting of the plated film using an alkali solution such as caustic soda or a mechanical method using a polishing machine or a grinding machine.

[0032] In the plating treatment and re-plating treatment, after the finish-polishing or surface treatment such as shot blasting is performed to the surface of the workpiece, a chromium plated film having a thickness of about 50 μm is formed.

[0033] Fig. 4 is a view explaining a method for conditioning the surface defect adopted in the application method of the present invention, whereas Fig. 4 (a) shows a method for conditioning the mandrel bar in a longitudinal direction, and whereas Fig. 4 (b) shows a method for conditioning the mandrel bar in a circumferential direction. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), in order to reach the depth D (mm) of and remove relevant surface defect 2 shown by a broken line, a conditioned lengths L1 and L2 are ensured on the surface of the mandrel bar shown by a solid line, and the conditioned portion is smoothly rounded off to the matrix surface of the mandrel bar.

[0034] In the application method of the present invention, it is preferable that a mandrel bar surface is smoothly rounded off to obtain the smooth conditioned portion such that relationships among the conditioned length L1 (mm) in a longitudinal direction of the surface of the mandrel bar, the conditioned length L2 (mm) in a circumferential direction thereof, and the depth D (mm) of the surface defect thereof satisfy the following equations (1) and (2).

\[
50 \leq \frac{L1}{D} \quad (1)
\]

\[
20 \leq \frac{L2}{D} \quad (2)
\]

[0035] The surface of the mandrel bar is smoothly rounded off such that the equations (1) and (2) are satisfied, and the conditioned portion is smoothly formed, whereby the deterioration of the surface conditions, the seizure and the generation of the wear in the mandrel bar can significantly be suppressed even if the mandrel bar is repeatedly used in the rolling afterwards. On the other hand, when the conditioned portion does not satisfy the relationship of the equation (1), a cross-sectional configuration of the conditioned portion comes to contain a sharp step(s), whereby metal flow of the rolled material takes place to likely damage the mandrel bar.

[0036] In the actual conditioning of the surface defect, it is necessary to do it by using a grinder or the like in such a manner that the conditioned portion is smoothly formed and the cross-sectional configuration thereof shows gentle and gradual change in shape, thereby enabling the conditioned portion to be smoothly rounded off to the matrix surface of the mandrel bar.

[0037] Fig. 5 is a view showing the downsizing treatment process of the mandrel bar not covered by the present
invention. When the depth \( D \) of the surface defect generated in the mandrel mill rolling is not less than 2.0 mm, the downsize treatment is performed in such a manner that after an outside circumferential surface of the mandrel bar is machined, the finish-polishing or surface treatment is performed to the surface of the workpiece, and then subjected to plating, thereby enabling the reclaimed mandrel bar to be used again as a tool of a smaller size.

[0038] In the application method of the present invention, when the outside surface machining is performed to the mandrel bar, it is necessary to ensure accuracy of an outside diameter. Since the mandrel bar usually has a longer length ranging 15m to 25m, the machining can be hardly performed by means of the so-called lathe turning machine and the like, and it is necessary to provide with an exclusive machining device dedicated to the outside surface machining of the longer length workpiece.

[0039] It is preferable that after the outside surface machining is performed to the mandrel bar, surface treatment is performed by the shot blasting to ensure good plating adhesiveness in re-plating, and the plating treatment is performed to form the Cr plated film on the surface of the mandrel bar. Then, it is more preferable that sharp projections on the surface of the mandrel bar are removed by light polishing using a belt grinder or the like.

EXAMPLES

(First Example)

[0040] The hollow shells were rolled by the mandrel mill rolling using mandrel bars (material grade thereof is SKD61 and its surface is subjected to a Cr plating treatment) each having an outside diameter of 248 mm and a length of 24m, the mandrel bars being prepared to have surface defects graded in dimension to seven conditions (Test Nos. 1 to 7) shown below, and then the hollow shells were rolled into final hot-finished products through diameter-reducing processes. Through the ultrasonic test for the inner surface defects of the rolled products, "x" indicates the case in which a rejection-level defect was detected, "Δ" indicates the case in which a small defect(s) was detected although it is not to be rejected, and "o" indicates the case in which no defect was detected.

[0041] [Table 1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test No.</th>
<th>Surface defect dimensions of mandrel bar</th>
<th>Type of surface defect</th>
<th>Defect level of product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( N ) (mm) ( H ) (mm) ( D ) (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0042] As can be seen from the result shown in Table 1, with reference to dimensions of the surface defect generated on the surface of the mandrel bar, the length of the defect has no influence on the defect level of the product, and the defect level of the product becomes "\( x \)" when the opening width \( H \) is not less than 1.5 mm and the depth of relevant surface defect is not less than 0.3 mm.

[0043] With reference to the type of the surface defect, the defect referred to as a comet tail defect is generated in Test Nos. 1 to 4. The string-like abrasion defect is generated in Test Nos. 5 and 6, in which the surface defect in Test No. 5 is excessively narrow and the surface defect in Test No. 6 is excessively shallow. Therefore, in Test Nos. 5 and 6, the defect level does not reach the rejection. Since the surface defect in Test No. 7 is an excessively narrow heat crack, no surface defect is founded.

(Second Example)

[0044] The hollow shells were rolled under the following seven conditions by the mandrel mill rolling using mandrel bars (material grade is SKD61 and its surface is subjected to a Cr plating treatment) having an outside diameter of 248 mm and a length of 24m, and then the hollow shells were rolled into final hot-finished products through diameter-reducing
processes. Among prepared mandrel bars, two bars for each condition were repeatedly used to study the lifetime (the overall number of rolled tubes). The low alloy steel was used as the rolled tube material.

(Condition 1: Comparative Example)

[0045] The rolling was started using a new mandrel bar, and the mandrel bar was used until the surface of the mandrel bar was damaged to generate an inner surface defect (s) in the product.

(Condition 2: Example A)

[0046] For a mandrel bar where the surface defect with an opening width H of 3.0 mm and a depth D of 0.5 mm was generated on the surface thereof, after relevant surface defect was conditioned using a grinder, the plated film was removed by the plating melt using the alkali solution, and the finish-polishing and re-plating were performed, followed by the rolling again as a tool of like size. At this point, the conditioned length in a direction L1 was 25 mm, and the conditioned length in a direction L2 was 10 mm (L1/D=50 and L2/D=20).

(Condition 3: Example B)

[0047] For a mandrel bar where the surface defect with the same level as the condition 2 was generated on the mandrel bar, the same regeneration treatment as the condition 2 was performed to the mandrel bar, and the mandrel bar was used in the rolling as a tool of like size. At this point, the conditioned length in a direction L1 was 15 mm, and the conditioned length in a direction L2 was 15 mm (L1/D=30 and L2/D=30).

(Condition 4: Example C)

[0048] For a mandrel bar where the surface defect with the same level as the condition 2 was generated on the mandrel bar, the same regeneration treatment as the condition 2 was performed to the mandrel bar, and the mandrel bar was used in the rolling as the tool having the same size. At this point, the conditioned length in a direction L1 was 30 mm, and the conditioned length in a direction L2 was 5 mm (L1/D=60 and L2/D=10).

(Condition 5: Example D)

[0049] For a mandrel bar where the surface defect with the same level as the condition 2 was generated on the mandrel bar, the surface defect was not conditioned using a grinder and the plated film was removed by the plating melt using the alkali solution. And then, the finish-polishing and re-plating were performed, and the mandrel bar was used in the rolling as a tool of like size.

(Condition 6: Comparative Example A)

[0050] For a mandrel bar where the surface defect with an opening width H of 3.0 mm and a depth D of 0.5 mm was generated on the surface of the mandrel bar, the mandrel bar was directly used in the rolling.

(Condition 7: Comparative Example B)

[0051] For a mandrel bar where the surface defect with an opening width H of 5 mm and a depth D of 2.0 mm was generated on the surface of the mandrel bar, after the surface defect was conditioned using a grinder, the plated film was removed by the plating melt using the alkali solution, and the finish-polishing and re-plating were performed, followed by the rolling again as a tool of like size. At this point, a conditioned length in a direction L1 was 100 mm, and a conditioned length in a direction L2 was 40 mm (L1/D=50 and L2/D=20).

(Rolling Result: The Number of Rolling Passes)

[0052] The use of the mandrel bar under test was stopped at the time that the damage on the surface thereof became significant and the inner surface defect having the rejection level was detected in the ultrasonic test for the product to which diameter-reducing processes was performed. At this point, the mandrel bar was evaluated with the number of rolling passes.

[0053] Assuming that the number of rolling passes was set to 100 in the Conventional Example (condition 1), the number of rolling passes was 80 in the Example A (condition 2). Similarly, the numbers of rolling passes in Example B...
(condition 3), in Example C (condition 4) and in Example D (condition 5) were 50, 60 and 40, respectively.

[0054] On the other hand, the number of rolling passes was zero (as described in First Example) in Comparative Example A (condition 6). In Comparative Example B (condition 7), since a defective wall-thickness was generated in the product although the damage of the mandrel bar was not generated in the first pass, the number of rolling passes was also zero.

[0055] Thus, when the mandrel bar satisfying the conditions defined by the present invention is used, the lifetime of the mandrel bar can be largely extended since the relatively large number of rolling passes can be ensured.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0056] According to the application method of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar, the hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar can repeatedly be applied to the mandrel mill rolling to achieve the life-extension of and the improvement of cost performance of the mandrel bar by adopting the regeneration treatment or downsizing treatment according to the conditions or configuration of the surface defect on the mandrel bar, even if relevant surface defect is generated on the mandrel bar by the mandrel mill rolling. Therefore, the application method of the present invention can widely be adopted as the efficient Mannesmann-mandrel mill tube making process.

Claims

1. An application method of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar (1) repeatedly used in mandrel mill rolling by the Mannesmann tube making process, characterized in that:

   when an opening width H of a surface defect (2) generated on the mandrel bar (1) by its use in the mandrel mill rolling is not less than 1.5 mm and a depth of said surface defect is in the range of 0.3 mm to less than 2.0 mm, a plating film is removed after said surface defect (2) is conditioned, and finish-polishing or surface treatment is performed to the surface of the workpiece, followed by re-plating, thereby enabling the reclaimed mandrel bar (1) to be used again as a tool of like size.

2. The application method of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar (1) according to claim 1, characterized in that the surface of the mandrel bar (1) is smoothly rounded off in conditioning said surface defect such that a conditioned length L1 (mm) in a longitudinal direction of the surface of the mandrel bar (1), a conditioned length L2 (mm) in a circumferential direction thereof, and a depth D (mm) of the surface defect thereof satisfy equations (1) and (2):

   \[ 50 \leq \frac{L1}{D} \]  
   \[ 20 \leq \frac{L2}{D} \]  

3. The application method of a hot rolling Cr-plated mandrel bar (1) according to any one of claims 1 to 2, characterized in that said surface defect (2) is caused by seizure generated during the mandrel mill rolling.

Patentansprüche

1. Anwendungsverfahren einer verchromten Waimwalz-Dornstange (1), die wiederholt im Dornwalzvorgang beim Mannesmann-Rohrherstellungsverfahren verwendet wird, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

   wenn eine Öffnungsbreite H eines auf der Dornstange (1) durch ihre Verwendung im Dornwalzvorgang entstandenen Oberflächenfehlers (2) nicht weniger als 1,5 mm beträgt und eine Tiefe des Oberflächenfehlers in den Bereich von 0,3 mm bis weniger als 2,0 mm beträgt,

   wird eine Plattierungsschicht entfernt, nachdem der Oberflächenfehler (2) aufbereitet worden ist, und Endpolieren oder eine Oberflächenbehandlung wird an der Oberfläche des Werkstücks durchgeführt, gefolgt von erneutem Plattieren, wodurch die wiederverwertete Dornstange (1) wieder als Werkzeug ähnlicher Größe ver-
wendet werden kann.

2. Anwendungsverfahren einer verchromten Warmwalz-Dornstange (1) nach Anspruch 1, **dadurch gekennzeichnet,**
   dass die Oberfläche der Dornstange (1) glatt gemacht wird, indem der Oberflächenfehler so aufbereitet wird, dass
   eine aufbereitete Länge L1 (mm) in einer Längsrichtung der Oberfläche der Dornstange (1), eine aufbereitete Länge
   L2 (mm) in einer Umfangsrichtung derselben und eine Tiefe D (mm) des Oberflächenfehlers derselben die Glei-
   chungen (1) und (2) erfüllen:

   \[ 50 \leq \frac{L_1}{D} \quad (1), \]

   und

   \[ 20 \leq \frac{L_2}{D} \quad (2). \]

3. Anwendungsverfahren einer verchromten Warmwalz-Dornstange (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 2, **dadurch
gekennzeichnet,** dass der Oberflächenfehler (2) durch fressenden Verfall, der während des Dornwalzvorgangs
erzeugt wird, verursacht wird.

Revidications

1. Procédé d’application d’une barre porte-mandrin plaquée au Cr pour laminage à chaud (1) utilisée de façon répétée
dans un laminage par un laminoir continu au moyen du procédé de production de tubes Mannesmann, **caractérisé
en ce que** :

   lorsque la largeur d’ouverture H d’un défaut de surface (2) généré sur la barre porte-mandrin (1) du fait de son
   utilisation dans un laminage par un laminoir continu n’est pas inférieure à 1,5 mm et la profondeur dudit défaut
de surface est située dans la plage allant de 0,3 mm à moins de 2,0 mm,
   un film de placage est éliminé après que ledit défaut de surface (2) a été conditionné, et un traitement de surface
   ou de polissage de finition est effectué sur la surface de la pièce de travail, suivi d’un re-placage, permettant
   ainsi à la barre porte-mandrin (1) reconditionnée d’être utilisée de nouveau en tant qu’outil de taille analogue.

2. Procédé d’application d’une barre porte-mandrin plaquée au Cr pour laminage à chaud (1) selon la revendication
   1, **caractérisé en ce que** la surface de la barre porte-mandrin (1) est arrondie de façon lisse lors du conditionnement
dudit défaut de surface de façon que la longueur conditionnée L1 (mm) dans la direction longitudinale de la surface
de la barre porte-mandrin (1), la longueur conditionnée L2 (mm) dans la direction circonférentielle de celle-ci, et la
profondeur D (mm) du défaut de surface de celle-ci, satisfont aux équations (1) et (2) :

   \[ 50 \leq \frac{L_1}{D} \quad (1), \]

   et

   \[ 20 \leq \frac{L_2}{D} \quad (2). \]

3. Procédé d’application d’une barre porte-mandrin plaquée au Cr pour laminage à chaud (1) selon l’une quelconque
des revendications 1 et 2, **caractérisé en ce que** ledit défaut de surface (2) est dû à un grippage généré durant le
laminage par un laminoir continu.
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CC: PLATING
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